PORTRAITS,
147 TREMONT STREET (CORNER WEST STREET) -- BOSTON.

Special Rates to Students. Must be certified by the Secretary as a member of the "M. I. T."

CABINETS, $5.00 PER DOZ. CARDS, $3.50 PER DOZ.

Elevator to the Atelier. Photographers to Classes of 83 and 84.
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THE ASSOCIATION GYMNASIUM,
Cor. Boylston and Berkeley Sts.
The Newest and Most complete Gymnasium in regard to Apparatus and all other Appointments.

Terms, including Box, Measurements, Personal and Class Instruction, $8.00 per year; for three months, $5.00.

Young Men purposing to join a Gymnasium are invited to inspect this Gymnasium thoroughly.

STUDENTS of the MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE of TECHNOLOGY.

HENRY H. TUTTLE & CO.

CALL ATTENTION TO THEIR STOCK OF

BOOTS AND SHOES,

They have added a line of medium goods, enabling them to sell a

CALF LACED BOOT AT $4.50.

WAUKENPHAST LONDON SHOES
A Specialty.

Cor. Washington and Winter Streets - - BOSTON.